I.Statement of the problem.
During in-circuit testing of radio-electronic products one of the main problems is measuring of passive twoterminals within multi-terminals electrical circuits. This problem is solved by use of methods of artificial electrical separation of multi-terminal circuit on independent two-terminals.
At present the electrical separation of measured twoterminals from other elements of multi-terminal circuit is executed with help of closed structures with balancing in a monitoring mode. As a device for balancing, in this case, operating amplifiers (OA) are used, which in steady state at a reasonably high gain with high accuracy support on inputs identical potentials [l] . However, imperfect of the OA characteristics, in conditions of shunting of its inputs, are main sources of measurement methodical errors. Besides, at strong shunting of OA inputs by elements of multi-terminal circuit not included in measurement, especially if they are nonpassive, such structures of measuring converters (MC) are frequently unstable, that limits a opportunity of their use. Thus, a depth and reliability of the testing 0; diagnosing systems as a whole are essentially reduced
In order to prevent it, the execution of electrical seph. ration of multi-terminal circuits on two-terminals, usinfi idea of organization of a iterative feedback, which a the choice of optimal parameters of algorithms call ensure absolute convergence of balancing process, is offered.
II.Solution of the problem.
The block diagram of a measuring converter, which provides separation of multi-terminal circuits by iterative methods of balancing, is indicated on fig. 1 We shall receive iterative algorithm of the problem solution of multi-terminal circuit electrical separation. Taking into account above described, in terminal s of multi-terminal circuit a voltage F[(p(W)] will be formed, which is determined by following expressions:
then set \iv contains a unique stationary point w, of mapping W I for which W* = W(W*) I and, W* is a limit of any sequence of points, determined from ( 4 , for any initial point h, E W . The speed of decrease of a absolute error of a approaching sequence after one and after n iterations can be evaluated accordingly formulas:
Obviously, that for relative errors of a approaching se. quence following expressions will be also fair:
.(Zx) = VTRo / i x -6, 5 V6n-1; 6, I ~" 6 1 ;
Then, the problem of measured two-terminal electrical separation Zx from is and &, will consist in follow-
ing, find such value W* , for which difference of volt-Equation (3) we will reduct to a form (4) as follows. W,.
ages on the terminals g and UUT was equaled to
Will subject both Parts (3) under action of operator 0, zero. which in our case represents function of phasesensitive transformation of a real and imagine parts of (2) signal into some, proportional to them, constant values, determined as Obviously, the current through a branch is will be also equal for a zero, that it is possible to consider as electrical gap in this branch. In this case, the voltage on the terminal s of UUT will be proportional to parameters of measured two-terminal z, and does not 
Taking into account (1 ), equation of electrical separation (3) can be rewritten in the form:
The solution of a equation (9), according to (4), can be realized on algorithm
where multiplier a(n) -parameter of algorithm, named as a step. Obtained algorithm we will name as generalized algorithm of electrical separation of multiterminal circuits by method of iterations.
Process of electrical separation on each iteration of algorithm (6) If algorithm (6) converges, then cyclic fulfillment of described above measuring-computing operations, at sufficient n, for some, positive and no matter how small beforehand given value of absolute deviation E , fulfillment of a condition J w n + l -W*II E will ensure. In a If to designate, that e, = -yq / (1 + y q ) , then thc limit, at n --+ 00 , wn+l --+ W*, and, as follows from ( 6 ) , will be right to record, that f(Gir) = j[vo~,YX sin at -cp(w)] .
(8)
Here we will determine function of a reverse converter according to expression: q(w) = fix +(I+?), w*sin a t , On the other hand from the theory of measureiments it is known, that extreme achievable accuracy is limited only to errors of a multiple-valued measure. In this connection, research was conducted, the results of which have allowed to develop a method and algorithm of correction of a RC error c, concluded in a combination of above considered algorithm and method of measured values replacement [2].
As a replacing values it is conveniently to choose testing action V o Sin at. Then, using for it simi'lar to (6) algorithm measuring, we will have:
The approximation wi+1 + w! with measured value V o will be connected by analogy with relation ( 12) w: = vo(l + Sm) From (12) and (15) Which we will name as generalized self-corrected algorithm of electrical separation of UUT by method cri iteration. On fig.3 . the block diagram of MC, realizing this algorithm, is resulted. Here the switche SW at measuring of 2, connect VT directly to zx, and al.
measuring VT this signal is connected to a reference element Ro , and terminal h connected to ground bus. 
1II.Conclusion.
Methods and tools offered in paper for measuring of passive components' parameters in multi-terminal cir cuits with usage of iterative algorithm of electricbl separation ensure more high accuracy of measure. ments and convergence of balancing process. Usage of such MC in in-circuit test equipment will allow to in . crease its efficiency and credibility during testing radioelectronic products.
